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ABSTRACT 
 Based on light invariance and electric conservation a four bosons electromagnetism is proposed. It enlarges the 
electric charge conservation beyond displacement current and Dirac charge to a new physical situation where the 
electromagnetic phenomena is mediated by the usual photon plus a massive photon and two additional charged vector 
bosons. 
Considering the enlarged abelian gauge symmetry U (1)  SO (2)  transforming under a same gauge parameter 
a non-linear electromagnetism involving four bosons is introduced. It deploys a Lagrangian containing massless, massive 
and charged fields with three and four vector bosons interactions. The corresponding Noether’s relations and classical 
equations of motion are studied. They provide a whole dynamics involving granular, collective terms through antisymmetric 
and symmetric sectors. It develops a new photon equation which extends the Maxwell’s one. Self interacting photons are 
obtained. 
A four boson electromagnetic flux is derived. It expresses an electromagnetism transfering 0=Q  and 
1|=| Q , not more limited to just a massless photon. There is a new electromagnetic flowing to be understood, where 
aside of electric charge conservation, it appears a neutral electromagnetism. There are six neutral electromagnetic charges 
beyond electric charge as consequences from non-linearity. Two are derived from the second Noether identity and four from 
variational continuity equations. 
An electromagnetic flux being conducted by a whole physics is generated. Based on fields set, it develops a determinism 
under the meaning of directive and circumstance. Interpreting that, light invariance concises the photon as directive, the 
photon becomes a whole maker. It assumes the symmetry command which will control the conservations laws and 
opportunities. Consequently, one combines the symmetry equation derived from Noether theorem with the four equations 
derived from variational principle, and an effective photon equation is obtained. A kind of Navier-Stokes electromagnetic flow 
is derived. It yields a four bosons electromagnetism preserving electric charge conservation plus introducting the meaning of 
chance through symmetry management.   
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1  Introduction 
Electromagnetism is understood as the phenomena given by light invariance and charge conservation. Under this 
focus, Maxwell equations are not a concluded paradigm [1]. The 900 pages of ’Treatise on Electricity and Magnetism’ (1873) 
should be understood as a first part of a more complete description of electromagnetic phenomena. So, in a similar fashion 
to Maxwell’s displacement current to preserve the electric charge conservation, one introduces here a context involving four 
vector bosons intermediations. 
We consider four physical principles in order to explore this extended electromagnetism: light invariance, 
wholeness, gauge symmetry, charge conservation. They yield a dynamics not more based on an isolated A -field but 
rather through a family with four interlinked fields: },,{  VUA , corresponding respectively to the photon, massive 







They will share light invariance and charge conservation and will diversify through gauge symmetry. 
In previous works, we have shown on a non-linear abelian gauge model [2] with charged fields [3]. The purpose 
here is to construct an electromagnetism transmited by four fields },,{

 VUA  associated to a common gauge 
symmetry. The corresponding (2)(1) SOU   gauge transformations are defined as:  
 ,=' 1   kAA  








 kVeV iq  (1) 
 Thus, from Eq.(1) depending on a common gauge parameter, it will preserve the electric charge. As consequence, one 
constitutes the minimum set allowing an electromagnetism exchange containing the cases 0=Q  and 1= Q . It 
proposes an extension to the electromagnetism phenomena where from charge conservation one gets a four fields behavior 
as a whole. 
2  Lagrangian 
Eq. (1) leads us to the following fields strength non-linear abelian Lagrangian based on light invariance and electric 
charge conservation  
 IGFK LLLL =  (2) 






















































 SScSSc  (4) 
 with the granular fields strength definitions  
 ,,,
   VVVUUUAAF  
 .,,
21    VVSUUSAAS  (5) 
 Notice that Eq.(4) is gauge invariant as a whole [4]. Appendix A relates on collective fields. The gauge-fixing term 
associated to these fields set abelian transformations is  
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  SSmSieS  (6) 
 As usual the gauge fixing term takes just one degree of freedom of the system, however, at Eq.(6) it does not necessarily 
specify which quantum is being suppressed. 
The interaction Lagrangian is decomposed in trilinear term and quadrilinear parts: 43= LLLI   involving 
granular and collective fields. In addition, for physicity, one splits them in antisymmetric and symmetric sectors: 
SA LLL 333 =   and 






























































































































































































 zzzzzz  (9) 
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  (10 
Eqs. (2)-(10) are broadening the electromagnetic phenomena. They are introducing a step forward to observe a 
non-linear electromagnetism. Differently from Euler-Heisenberg [5], Born Infeld [6] and other effective models [7], they are 
providing a non-linear electromagnetic model with four bosons fields },,{

 VUA  at fundamental level. Eqs. (7)-(10) are 
bringing three new features. First, an abelian non-linearity where differently from Yang-Mills each term is isolately gauge 
invariant; second, a dynamics with granular and collective fields showing that nature is a quanta and collective construction; 
third, the meaning of chance through free coefficients as (11)1,ba  and so on, which can take any value without violating 
gauge invariance. At this way, eq(1) is producing a self-interacting whole electromagnetism carrying individual and collective 
electromagnetic fields under a determinism directive and circumstance. 
Given that this work intention is to generalize the electromagnetic phenomena, we should make a brief comparision 
with previous efforts in the sixties in order to extend QED with massive vector bosons. In 1962, Lee and Yang have 
introduced the longitudinal vector bosons propagation, and the term 
*
 WWF  for obtaining the correct expression of 
the magnetic moment [8], in 1963 Salam introduced the term 
2*)(  WW  for establishing renormalizability [9]. 
Comparing with the Lagrangian being proposed here one notices that these three terms appear at eqs.(4),(7),(9), 
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respectively. Nevertheless is still necessary a further study on renormalitability [10], unitarity [11] and on corresponding 
gyromagnetic terms. 
3  Equations of motion 






















( 2=2  , one expresses the following four compact equations of motion: 

























































































































































































































































































































































 zfffzfzfzf  
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  fzzfzzfSfg  (11) 
































































































































































































































































































 gzzgzzgSgg  
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  gzzgzzgSgg  (12) 
For field 

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  zhzhzh  (13) 
For field 


























































































































































































































































































  zizizi  (14) 
 As expected (2)(1) SOU   symmetry separates },,{

 VUA  in two groups at equations motion. Appendix B 
presents the relationships between the above parameters and the original Lagrangian free coefficients. It shows how some 
terms can be avoided without breaking gauge symmetry. This means on-shell propositions be derived without violating the 
original out-shell symmetry proposition. 
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4  Noether’s identities 
The model proposes the symmetry (2)(1) SOU   invariance under a common gauge parameter which should 
be studied under the gauge invariance of first and second species. It yields the following three Noether identities,  
 ,servation)(chargecon0= NJ  (15) 
 ,quation)(symmetrye0=

 NJK   (16) 
 .onstraint)(symmetryc0=
 K  (17) 
The first one means the total electric charge conservation is a consequence from the first specie gauge invariance. 
Any Lagrangian which respects electric charge conservation will automatically be invariant be invariant under the first kind 
transformation. Thus considering that the photon and massive photon carry no charge, they will be invariant under the 



































KN JJJJJ   (19) 
 where  
 }{Im2=)( 3
 















































  gVq  (22) 
 Observe that every term defining 

NJ  conserves electric charge individually. 
The second Noether identity is the symmetry equation. Being dynamics it is a consequence from the gauge 







 NJKKK   (23) 




























kK  (24) 
 and 




][][ )()(=  AK KKK   (25) 




 VkaUakFakKK  (26) 
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  zzkb  (27) 




)()( )()(=  KKK K   (28) 























































































  k  (30) 
Another equivalent equation to the second Noether identity can be written in terms of mL , 3L  and 4L . It is  
 0= NJK   (31) 
 where  

























kK  (32) 
 Splitting the 
K  vector as  
 ,)()()()()(= 4433
 SASA
m KKKKKK   































  (34) 
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  SViSVi  
 }}){(Re)42( (14)(13)33
 





























  SViSVi  
 }}){(Re)42( (24)(23)33
 




















































  SVkSVk 
































































































































  zVzzVk  
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 UA  
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  zVV  (37) 
 Eqs. (23) and (31) are relating two ways to figure out the symmetry equation. They relating propagating-sources and 
massive-sources, respectively. They contain two alternatives for complementing the basic Eqs.(11)-(14). 
The third Noether relationship, Eq. (17), leads to the following symmetry constraint on the 
K  tensor:  
 0.=ly,equivalentor,,= )( KKK   (38) 
 Notice that eq(41) does not cancel SL . This condition can be weaken through the relationship 
 0.=

 K  (39) 















K , we get the 






 KK W  (40) 
 which can be useful for further considerations on a symmetric charge conservation. 
5  Directive Photon Equation 




























  (41) 
 where },,{
  VUAI . Consequently the electromagnetic model proposed in this work we will have four equations 
of motion plus three Noether identities. For simplicity, we will take 0=
x . 
Given the previous equations one has to build up the fields system. A whole dynamics must be constructed 
originated on five equations of motion. Our viewpoint is to select the photon. Being a special particle, that one associated to 
light invariance property, we consider as compulsory to develop an effective photon equation. An expression where at left 
hand side one writes the kinematics obtained from the photon variational equation plus the symmetry equation, while at the 









 zazzaFa  
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  (42) 
Eq.(5.2) will be called as the photon directive equation. It is an interpretation from eq.(5.1) where it contains a whole 
electromagnetism combining minimal action principle, light invariance, Noether theorem and electric charge conservation. It 
provides a photon effective equation with a dynamics beyond Maxwell and the original photon variational equation. It 
describes a systemic electromagnetism mixing fundamental laws plus chance. It yields a kind of Navier-Stokes 
electromagnetism. 
The right handed systemic current is written as  
 

NA JJJ =syst  (43) 
 where  
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 UUUUUUU rzrzrzrzrrr  
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 rrrrrzr  


















































































  rrrzrzr  
Thus, based on photon as directive, a systemic model is defined through eq.(5.2-4). At appendix C the coefficients 
corresponding to the source terms are determined. It enlarges the electromagnetic description with photon plus three 
messengers, where the photon assumes the symmetry directive while the others fields the symmetry circumstances. It 
propitiates a complexity performance by introducing the meaning of chance [12]. 
6  Charges 
Eq.(1.1) proposes an electromagnetism beyond Maxwell. So one should understand on the charges provided by 
the model. It yields seven conserved charges. The first one is the electric charge conservation. Eq(4.1) means the 
electromagnetic current. It antecedes the Lagrangian performance. It leads us to 0=NQ
dt
d
, where NQ  is the charge 
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operator, 
03= NN xJdQ  . The time-independence of NQ  implies that NQ  commutes with Hamiltonian, and hence also 
with the S-matrix, 0=],[ SQN , which means an algebraic condition on the S-matrix. 
The second and third ones are derived from symmetry equation. It is that we learn by adding gauge invariance of 
the second kind to gauge invariance of first kind. Eq (4.2) which can be splitted as  














 KjKj SA   (46) 
 are introducting an electromagnetic region beyond electric charge. They are showing on the existence of charges AQ  and 
SQ  independent from NQ . They are consequences from fields non-linearity and contain some terms depending on 
charged fields. 
There is also at eq.(4.18) an alternative description. It relates masses, trilinear and quadrilinear vertices. It gives  
 0=

K  (47) 
There are more four charges conservations corresponding to each equation of motion. Four continuity equations 
expressing sources and current depending these four electromagnetic fields. 









A jzSJ  )(=  
 where 








































































































 SgSVSgSV  (48) 
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 SgSVSgSV  (49) 















jVmzSJ )(= 2  
 where 





































































  SgSiSgSiV 

 (50) 















jVmzSJ )(= 2  
where 







































































  SgSiSgSiV 

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 Eq.(6.9) shows that the systemic charge is just a linear combination of all the four charges. We can imagine the systemic 
charge as a river receiving its volume from the charge of every field charge. 
Concluding, one notices that this four bosons electromagnetism produces seven conserved charges. The first one 
corresponds to the electric charge it means that one associated to the parameter q , as eq.(1.1) gauge transformation is 
showing and eq.(4.4) conservation law expliciting. The others six are neutral charges. Eqs.(6.3-6.8) are showing conserved 
current depending on free coefficients as parameters, although they are involving charged fields. 
7  Chance 
Eq.(1.1) develops the meaning of symmetry management by associating different fields under a common gauge 
parameter. As symmetry management one understands to take opportunities without violating symmetry. It manipulates with 
the free coefficients of theory and the gauge fixing terms. There are two ways of doing that. The first one means interfering 
on equations but respecting the original Lagrangian at eq.(2); the second to cut off some terms at original Lagrangian but 
preserving the gauge invariance. 
The fields set },,{

 VUA  develops a determinism under directive and circumstance. By directive is 
understood those relationships derived directly from light invariance and gauge symmetry and, as circumstance that ones 
derived indirectly. Both features are fundamental for understanding the model. Thus under this whole physics light should be 
responsible for the directive on symmetry management. It yields from eq.(1.1) a massless photon and from eqs.(5.1-2) a 
directive photon equation. So, it is still missing an interpretation on the others fields participation. From [2] one gets that a 
linear whole gauge transformation develops a volume of circumstances equal to 4]21)[(1 3  NNN , where N  
is the number of involved potential fields. For our case 4=N , one gets a space for circumstances equal to 231 , which 
means the number of free parameters that the model provides for opportunities to be taken. They are not occasional 
chances, but are being determined from fundamental laws. 
The new feature is that Lagrangian, equations of motion, currents and charges can be shortened according to the 
chances that the model develops. Physically, it means that inside of the fundamental equations there are opportunities to be 
taken. Mathematically, expressions can be simplified. Consequently, there are more than one physical solution inside of the 
whole gauge model. A propitious variety for complexity be understood [12]. 
Let us take some symmetry management examples. The cases involving equations of motion and charges 
conservations. Given the generic equation of motion 

















 FgAF =  (52) 
 by playing with coefficients at Appendix C. Eq.(7.2) shows the meaning of chance inserted on theory. Based on light 
invariance and charge conservation it derives a pure photonic charge. It enlarges the possibility of the photon to interact with 
EM-fields with a coupling constant different from electric charge. 
Similarly, the model offers opportunities to four conserved charges 
 0= Ij  (53) 
 be obtained. From the variational principle, one gets the following photonic charge: 
 0=

 Aj  
 under the chance 
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 0=== ,
2

































































 SgSVSgSV  (55) 
Similary for the photon massive field U : 
 0=

 Uj  
under the chance  
 0=== ,
2
































































 SgSVSgSV  (57) 
For the field 

V : 
 0=  V
j  







ccc   (58) 





































 SgSi   (59) 
For the field 

V : 
 0=  V
j  
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  SgSiU  










 SgSi   (61) 
 Symmetry management and chance are a new physical possibility being introduced by this whole gauge physics. It opens 
to the fact of nature be moved by chance. 
8  Conclusion 
 Eq.(1) is based on the meaning of grouping. It gets together four electromagnetic fields, },,{

 VUA  based 
on light invariance and electric charge conservation. It yields a systemic electromagnetism which classical aspect was 
partially studied in this work. It processes an electromagnetism transfering 0=Q  and 1|=| Q . 
Eq.(2) shows a new possibility for understanding the electromagnetic phenomena. Originally electrodynamics 
started with charged spin-
2
1
 particles and later on it was extended for scalar particles and vector bosons. Based on four 







( . New electromagnetic fields, charges and interactions are derived. Classical equations were 
studied and an electromagnetic flux with seven types of conserved charges is obtained. 
Eq.(5.1) develops an electromagnetic flux. Six features appear. They are granular and collective dynamics, fields 
interdependence, symmetry management, chance, neutral electromagnetism, photonics. The first two ones are explicitly 
shown in the equations of motion where fields strengths F  , U , 

V  and z  are moving on space-time through 
coupled equations of motion. The third one emerges from a set determinism based on directive and circumstance which 
interpretation challenge us. For this, being responsible for light invariance, the photon should be taken as a singular particle, 
one interprets it as responsible for symmetry management. Consequently, its variational equation is incorporated into the 
Noether symmetry equation, resulting an effective photon equation, eq.(5.2). As fourth, one gets the meaning of chance 
derived from fundamental laws. Things can also be determined at random, by accident, by chance, but connected to basic 
principles. For instance, eqs.(7.4-11) relationships are defined based on free coefficients which can be take any value 
without breaking gauge symmetry. Fifth, a neutral electromagnetism beyond electric charge is performed, according to new 
charges derived at section 6. For this, notice that the gauge symmetry U (1)  SO (2)  estabilishes not only the NJ  






 Kjj SA   and four continuity equations at 
eqs.(6.5-6.8). At last, a photonics with self-interacting photons not depending on electric charge is realized. They can be 
found out by propagating on space-time or by acting as sources. 
Concluding, originated from light invariance and conserved charge, one obtains an extended electromagnetic flux 
},,{  VUA  carrying whole physical laws. There is a more vast electromagnetic aspect to be investigated than Maxwell 
equations. Now, Maxwell becomes just a sector of the electromagnetic phenomena introducting electric charge 
conservation. Adding to it, there is an enlargement on the electromagnetic phenomena associated to more electromagnetic 
fields, coupling constants, self-interactions and a new determinism. A further contribution is to couple the whole symmetry 
current )(  NJK   to the photon field. The challenge will be to associate this four bosons electromagnetism to the 
electroweak interaction.  
9  Collective fields 
A new physical entity derived from the whole gauge approach is the gauge invariant collective field 
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JI
JI AAz   ][= . However notice that individually each collective field in the above matrices are not gauge invariant. 
Their physical meaning restricts to the space-time dynamics as eqs.(11)-(13) are showing. 






























































































































































































































































































 zzVAiz  
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 zzVUiz  


























 VAiVV  
 and so on. 
10  Equations of motion free coefficients 
The model develops the following parameters written in terms of the original free Lagrangian coefficients, eq(2): 









  (62) 
10.1.1  Left Side 
 221213212(12)(11)11 2=),8(=),8(=,= mabbabbaa    
 )4(4)4(= (12)(12)(12)(11)(11)(11)4   cbcba  
 )4(4)4(= (22)(12)(12)(22)(12)(12)5   cbcba  
 ))]()((2[Re= (24)(23)(14)(13)6  iia   
 ))4(42(=)),(22(2= 2211822117   aa  (63) 
10.1.2  Field A  Right Side : Field A  
 )(16=,8=,4=,4= (12)(12)4[12]32[12]21[12]1  
AAAA ffbfbf  
 )4(=),(4=),(4= (12)(11)7(12)1(11)26(12)1(11)25  
AAA fff  
(12)10(12)(12)(11)(11)9(12)(12)(11)8 16=)),2(28(=)),2(4(=  
AAA fff  
 )4)(8()2(= 11(12)(11)17(11)2111  
AA ff  
 )28(=),4)(8()2(= (11)(11)1322(12)(11)27(12)2112  
AAA fff  
10.1.3  Field A  Right Side : Field U  
 )2(16=,8=,4=,4= (12)(12)4[12]32[12]21[12]1  
UUUU ffbfbf  
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 )24(=,)(4=),(4= (12)(12)(12)7(22)1(12)26(22)1(12)25  
UUU fff  
 ))2(28(=,16=),4(= (22)(22)(12)(12)10(12)9(22)(12)8  
UUU fff  
 )4)(8()2(= 11(22)(12)16(12)2111  
UU ff  
 )28(=),4)(8()2(= (22)(22)1322(22)(12)16(22)2112  
UUU fff  
10.1.4  Field A  Right Side : Fields 

V  and 

V   
 [23]3[24][13]2[24][23][14][13]31 2=,24=)],()[(4=  
 ififiibf  
 )(224=,2=,248= (24)(24)(13)6[13]5[14][23][23]4  
 ififif  
 )2(2=),(228=),2(2= (13)(13)9(14)(14)(13)8(13)(13)7  
 ififif  
 ),(44=),(44=),(44= (14)(14)12(23)(23)11(24)(24)10  
 ififif  
 3(24)(23)(14)(13)(33)2114(13)(13)13 ))4()4()4((=),(44=  iifif 
  
 ),(224=,248= (24)(24)(13)16[14][23][13]15  
 ifif  
   (33)2118(14)(14)(13)17 )2(=),(228=  fif  
 ))()(44())(4( (24)(23)(14)(13)333(24)(23)(14)(13)  iiii   
 )2(216(=),4(=,44= (23)(23)(13)(13)21(23)(13)20[23][13]19  
 fff  
 ,24=,824= [14][23]4[23][24][13]2  ifif 
  
 )(22=,))(42(84= (14)(14)8(23)(23)(23)(13)6  
 ifif  








   
10.2.1  Left Side 
 222222312222(12)(22)21 2=),8(=),8(=,= mbbbbbbab    
 )4(4)4(= (11)(11)(11)2(12)(12)(12)4   cbcbb  
 )4(4)4(= (12)(12)(12)2(22)(22)(22)5   cbcbb  
 ))]()((2[Re= (14)(13)2(24)(23)6  iib   
 ))4(42(=)),(22(2= 112228112227   bb  
10.2.2  Field U  Right Side : Field A  
 )16(=,8=,4=,4= (12)(12)4[12]32[12]21[12]1  
AAAA ggbgbg  
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 )4(=,4=),4(= (11)2(12)7526(11)2(12)15  
AAAA gggg  
 ))2(28(=),24(= (11)(11)2(12)(12)9(11)2(12)(12)8  
AA gg  
 )2(8=,16= (11)(11)213(12)10  
AA gg  
 )4)(8()4()2(= 11(11)2(12)1(11)2(12)(11)12211  
Ag  
 )4)(8()4()2(= 22(11)2(12)2(11)2(12)(12)12212  
Ag  
10.2.3  Field U  Right Side : Field U  
 )2(16=,8=,4=,4= (12)(12)24[12]232[12]221[12]21  
UUUU ggbgbg  
 ))2(4(=,4=),(4= (12)(12)2(22)7526(12)2(22)125  
UUUU gggg  
 ))2(28(=,16=),4(= (12)(12)2(22)(22)10(12)29(12)2(22)8  
UUU ggg  
 )4)(8()4()2(= 11(12)2(22)1(12)2(22)(12)12211  
Ug  
 )4)(8()4()2(= 22(12)2(22)2(12)2(22)(22)12212  
Ug  
 )28(= (22)(22)13  
Ug  
10.2.4  Field U  Right Side : Fields 

V  and 

V  
 [23]232[24][13]22[14][13]2[24][23]31 2=,24=)],()[(4=  
 igigiibg  
 )(224=,2=,248= (24)(24)(13)26[13]25[14]2[23][13]24  
 igigig  
 )(2248=),2(2= (14)(14)(23)(13)28(23)(23)7  
 igig  
 )(44=),(44=),2(2= (23)(23)211(24)(24)210(13)(13)29  
 igigig  
 )(44=),(44= (13)(13)213(14)(14)212  
 igig  





3(14)(13)2(24)(23)(33)12215 )]()4[()2(=  iig  
 ))()(44( (14)(13)2(24)(23)33  ii   
)2(216(=),4(=),(44= (23)(13)2(23)(23)18(13)2(23)17[13]2[23]16  
 ggg  
 [14]2[23]4[24][23][13]22 24=,284=  
 igig  
 )(224=,8)(224= (14)(14)2(23)8(23)(24)(24)(13)26  
 igig  
10.3  Field 

V  
10.3.1  Left Side 
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= (44)(33)(33)(33)6(34)(44)(33)5   cbcic  
 
2
3338337 2=),48(=),4(2= mcc    (64) 
10.3.2  Field 

V  Right Side : Field A  
 [13]4[14][13]3[13]2[14][13]31 2=,28=,4=),(4=  ihihhibh
AAAA   
 )2(2=),2(28=,4= (13)(13)7(14)(14)(13)6(13)5   ihihh
AAA  
 (14)310(13)(13)9(14)(14)8 8=),4(4=),4(4=  ihihih
AAA   
 )))(42()(2)2((2= (14)(13)33(14)33(13)3311  iih
A   
 )216(= (13)(13)12  
Ah  
10.3.3  Field 

V  Right Side : Field U  
 [23]4[23]3[24]2[24][23]31 4=,2=,2=),(4= 
UUUU hihihibh   
 )4(4=,4=),2(2=),2(2= (24)(24)8(23)7(23)(23)6(24)(24)5   ihhihih
UUUU  
 )4(=,8=),4(4= (23)(23)12(24)310(23)(23)9  
UUU hihih  
 )))(42()(2)2((2= (24)(23)33(24)33(23)3311  iih
U   
 )216(=,32= (23)(23)14(23)13  
UU hh  (65) 
10.3.4  Field 

V  Right Side : Field 

V   
 [34]3(34)2[34]22(34)1[34]11 2=),(4=),(4=  ihbihbih 
  
 )(4(=)),(4(= (24)(23)3(33)25(14)(13)3(33)14  ihih 
  
)()42(2=(34)),2(32=,4= (14)(13)3(33)11(33)18(34)7(33)6  ihihh 
  
 (34)11(33)10(24)(23)3(33)22(33)19 8=,8=),()42(2=  ihhih
   
 )216(= (33)(33)12  
h  
10.4  Field 

V  







332211 =,=,=,=,=,= cdcdcdcdcdcd  
 238877 2=,=,= mcdcd   (66) 
10.4.2  Field 

V  Right Side : Field A  
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AAAAAAAAAAAA hihihihihihi  










77 =,=,=,=,=,=  
 
10.4.3  Field 



















UUUUUUUUUU hihihihihi  
 UUUUUU hihihi 141413131212 =,=,=  
10.4.4  Field 

V  Right Side : Field 







 hihihihihihi  
  12121111101099
*
8877 =,=,=,=,=,= hihihihihihi  
11  Directive Photon Equation Coefficients 
11.1  Field A  
 2[12]21[12]1 4=4= bkrbkr
AA    
 )(4=)(4= [14][13]34[14][13]33  ibkribkr
AA    
  (12)2(12)(11)6(11)1(12)(11)5 )4(=)4(=  krkr
AA  
 )(4=)(4= (14)(13)38(14)(13)37  ikrikr
AA    
 )2(16=8= (12)(12)10(12)9   krkr
AA  
 )24(=)4(= (12)(11)12(12)(11)11  krkr
AA   
 [12]14(12)(12)(11)13 8=))2(4(=  krkr
AA   
 )]2()216[(=)]2()28[(= (12)(12)(11)(11)16(12)(12)(11)(11)15   krkr
AA  
 [13]18(12)17 4=16=   krkr
AA  
 )2(2=)(42= (14)(14)20[14][13]19    ikrikr
AA  
 (13)22(13)21 4=2=    krikr
AA  
 )(42=)2(2= [14][13]24(14)(14)23  ikrikr
AA    
 )4(4=)2(2= (14)(14)26(13)(13)25    ikrikr
AA  
 [13]28(13)(13)27 4=)4(4=    krikr
AA
 
 ))2((42=)(2= (14)(14)(13)30[14][13]29    ikrikr
AA
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 [13]31 2=  ikr
A  
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 (13)33[14][13]32 4=)(42=    krikr
AA  
 )2(2=))2((42= (13)(13)35(14)(14)(13)34    ikrikr
AA  



















 kr A  
 )])(4()([4=)(42= (14)(13)33(14)(13)341[14][13]40  iikrikr
AA    
 ))216((=)28(= (12)(11)(11)43(11)(11)42  krr
AA   
 [13]45[13]44 2=4=   ikrkr
AA  
 (13)47(13)46 32=4=    krkr
AA  
 [13]49(13)(13)48 4=)2(16=    krkr
AA  
 1)2(16=4= (13)(13)51(13)50 equationkrkr
AA     
11.2  Field U  
 [12]11 4= br
U   
 )(4=4= [14][13]33[12]22  ibkrbr
UU    
 (12)(22)(12)15[14][13]34 )(4=(4=    kribkr
UU  
 )(4=)(4= (24)(23)37(22)(22)(12)26  ikrkr
UU    
 [12]9(24)(23)38 8=)(4=   
UU rikr  
 )24(=)216(= (22)(12)(12)11(12)(12)10  krr
UU   
 )8(=)4(= (22)(12)13(22)(12)12  krkr
UU   
 [12]15(22)(12)14 8=)8(2=  
UU rkr  
 ))2()216((=16= (22)(22)(12)(12)17(12)16   krr
UU  
 [24]19(22)(22)18 2=)2(8=   ikrkr
UU  
 [23]21[23]20 4=2=    krikr
UU
 
 ))((42=))((42= (24)(24)(23)23(24)(24)(23)22    ikrikr
UU
 
 )2(2=4= (23)(23)25(23)24    ikrkr
UU
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 )4(4=)4(4= (23)(23)27(24)(24)26    ikrikr
UU  
 [23]29[24]28 2=2=    ikrikr
UU  
 )2(2=4= (24)(24)31[23]30    ikrkr
UU  
 (23)33(23)(23)32 4=)2(2=    krikr
UU  















  krU  
 )])(4()([4= (14)(13)33(14)(13)338  iikr
U    
 )])(4()([4= (24)(23)33(24)(23)339  iikr
U    
 )]2(4)4(24[=)2(8= (22)(22)22(12)(12)241(22)(22)40   krkr
UU  
 )4(4=4= (23)(23)43[23]42    krkr
UU  
 [23]45(23)44 4=32=   krkr
UU  
 )2(16=4= (23)(23)47(23)46    krkr
UU  
 1equation  
11.3  Field 

V  
 )(4=)(4= (34)2[34]22(34)1[34]11   


 bikrbikr  
 
  krikibr (33)14[24][23][14][13]33 4=))()((8=   
 







  ikir  
 (33)8[34]7 8=8=  


  krkir  
 [34]10(33)9 8=4=  


  krkr  
 [23]12[24][14]11 2=24=  ikrikr 
  
 )22(4=)242(= [23][14][13]14[23][14][13]13  kirkir 
  
 (13)16(24)(24)15 4=)2(2= 
  rikr  
 )2(2=)2(24= (23)(23)18(23)(23)(13)17  
 ikrikr  
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 )2)2(2(4=)2)2(42(= (23)(14)(14)(13)20(23)(14)(14)(13)19  kirkir 
  
 )2(4=)2(2= (24)(24)22(13)(13)21  
 ikrir  
 )4(4=)4(4= (14)(14)24(23)(23)23  
 irikr  
 )2(16=)4(4= (34)(34)26(13)(13)25   
 ikrir  
 ))4((4=))4((4= 22(33)(33)22811(33)(33)127   


 krkr  







  iik  
 (33)31(33)30 16=8=  


  krkr  
 (34)8=8= 33[34]32  


  ikrkr  
 (23)(13)35[23][13]34 44=44=  krkr 
  
 ))2()216((=4)216(= (23)(23)(13)(13)37(23)(13)(13)36  
 krkr  
 1equation  
11.4  Field 

V  
 )(4=)(4= (34)2[34]22(13)1[34]11   


 bikrbikr  
 
  krikibr (33)14[24][23][14][13]33 4=))()((8=   
 










  ikir  
 (33)8[34]7 4=8=  


  krkir  
 [34]10(33)9 8=8=  


  ikrkr  
 [23][13]12[24][23][13]11 24=)(84=  ikrikr 
  
 [23][14]14[23]13 42=2=  kirikr 
  
 [13]16[23][14]15 2=42=  irkir 
  
 ))2(2(84= (24)(24)(23)(13)17  
 ikr  
 ))2(2(84= (24)(24)(23)(13)18  
 ikr  
 (23)(24)(14)20(23)(23)19 4)2(2=)2(2=  kirikr 

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 )2(2=4)2(2= (13)(13)22(23)(24)(14)21  
 irkir  
 )4(4=)4(4= (23)(23)24(24)(24)23  
 ikrikr  
 )24=)4(4= (13)(13)(26(14)(14)25  
 ikrir  
 ))4((4= 22(33)(33)227   
 kr  
 ))4((4=))4((4= 22(33)(33)22911(33)(33)128   









  ikiir  
 (33)32(33)31 16=8=  


  krkr  
 (34)34[34]33 8=8=  


  ikrikr  
 [23][13]36[23][13]35 44(=44=  krkr 
  
 )2(16= (33)(33)37   
 kr  
 1)]2(216[= (23)(23)(13)(13)38 equationkr  
  
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